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LOT 1435

A collection of Copeland 'Spode's Italian' pattern blue printed
tablewares, including five graduated platters, a coffee pot and cover,
various bowls, plates, cups and saucers.

Estimate: £80 - £120

Condition Report

1435. Fundamentally the service is in good order, it is matched with a variety of black and blue backstamps. 
There is some crazing throughout but this is on a limited number of pieces.  The platters in particular display
knife cuts and surface scratches.  The objects listed below are those with issues over and above the general
good condition: 
Two tea plates - heavily crazed and stained. 
Small coffee pot - small chip to spout. 
Large coffee pot - small restored chip to spout, stained and crazed. 
Octagonal jug - restoration to spout and footrim. 
White rimmed footed fluted circular bowl - cracked. 
Circular serving bowl - crazed with small area of staining. 
Medium sized jug - repaired handle and cracked. 
Preserve jar - minor chip and staining to cover. 
Fluted small bowl and cover - stained and crazed with small chip to underside of cover. 
Baluster vase - minor chip to footrim and top rim. 
1 large teacup - minor chip to rim. 
1 small teacup - flaw to rim. 
Small square dish - heavily crazed and stained. 
Two white edged dinner plates - each with indistinct nick to rim. 
One square plate - tiny nick to rim. 
Small oval platter - restored. 
Small oval platter with white rim - faint hairline. 
Circular serving bowl - flawed. 
Two handled Copeland & Garrett serving & Garrett serving bowl - lacking cover, stained, crazed and with
starcrack. 
Small matched pearlware tea plate - starcrack.
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